
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of photo stylist.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for photo stylist

Follow brand standards and seasonal styling directives
Collaborate with studio team to produce high-quality product imagery
Assist in maintaining an up-to-date styling closet of clothing, accessories, and
footwear, rotating out old styles and bringing in current/trend correct styles
Efficiently pair outfits for shoot days, ensuring pairings are in line with studio
style-guide
Coordinate model booking, catering, and general shoot production as
needed
Pull and organizesamples for all photoshoots while maintaining and driving a
high level oforganization of the seasonal samples the styling closet & kit
Partner with thesample management team to develop & be responsible for
daily & seasonalsample organization ensuring the sample flow between sets
and closets ismaintained and protected
Partner withMerchandising team to ensure product is represented and
protected with businessinitiatives in mind throughout styling process
Own style outsand on-set styling for respective division(s) with a cohesive
understanding ofthe product, styling and merchandising strategies
Partner withstudio Styling Manager and Senior Stylist to review style outs
&photography with ability to take feedback, make changes, and
applylearnings forward

Qualifications for photo stylist

Example of Photo Stylist Job Description
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Customer focused and obsession with depicting a product through visual
mastery
Demonstrated experience working in the following categories
Portfolio or samples of previous work required
Be responsible for the receipt, preparation (including ironing/steaming), and
return of samples, in union with the in-house sample team
Follow and contribute to the development of the Creative style guidelines to
ensure all images and HTML5 assets are on-brand and consistent
Work closely with the team and support Fit Sessions and the adaptation of
the ‘HILP’ model moves guide


